
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of health advocate.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for health advocate

Prepare meeting materials and make necessary meetings and appointments
Participate in activities associated with a variety of departmental projects
ensuring established deadlines are met
Perform research to assist with departmental needs and special projects
Assist staff with various projects and special tasks, with the ability to move
between projects as priorities change
The job description documents the general nature and level of work but is
not intended to be a comprehensive list of all activities, duties, and
responsibilities required of job incumbents
Also note, that reasonable accommodations may be made to enable
individuals with disabilities to perform the functions outlined above
Oversees the delivery of technology to the Business and Technology teams
across products, services, and portfolios
Partner with business partners and technical teams to understand and define
system goals and technical system requirements
Overall responsibility for establishing, managing and maintaining strategic
relationships with internal customers in business units and interacts with
functional groups within the IT organization to communicate and clarify
customer requirements
Responsible for successfully incorporating new technologies and services into
the day to day operations, while ensuring a best-in-class service experience
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Minimum 3 years' experience selling to large companies at C-level and VP
level preferred
Additional specialized secretarial course work in office practices,
management or business administration preferred
Minimum 2 years increasingly responsible administrative or secretarial
experience required
Licensed in state as Mental Health Counselor or Clinical Social Worker
Responsible for the administrative functions and supervision of the Claims
unit
This position will be exposed mainly to an indoor office environment and will
be expected to work near or around computers, telephones, and printers


